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About Asbury Research:
Research, Methodology, & Clientele
•

Our Research: Asbury Research, established in 2005, produces unique and proprietary technical, quantitative and
behavioral financial market research for professional investors. We help our clients to navigate the investment
seas on a daily, weekly and monthly basis ‐‐ charting a course, and changing direction when necessary, to
maximize returns and minimize portfolio risk Our research focuses on the US stock market and market sectors,
US interest rates, the US Dollar, and economically influential commodities like copper and crude oil, but our
scope is global as it integrates a broad spectrum of non‐US asset prices that are statistically correlated to our
domestic markets. This intermarket component of our research more comprehensively and correctly reflects
global market conditions, which results in more forward looking and accurate investment strategies.

•

Our Methodology: Our analysis is derived from a comprehensive list of strategic inputs including investor asset
flows, intermarket relationships, market volatility, investor sentiment, seasonality, price patterns and trend
analysis, market breadth, and relative performance, all which are geared toward determining upcoming market
direction 1‐2 quarters in advance. We then implement a conservative, consistent and repeatable tactical
methodology to generate entry and exit points within that larger strategic bias.

•

Our Clients: The typical Asbury Research client is a portfolio manager, hedge fund, or Registered Investment
Advisor. However, our macro scope and breadth of financial assets covered has attracted a diverse clientele that
includes corporate investment committees, money center banks, and Commodity Trading Advisors.
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About Asbury Research
John Kosar, Director of Research

John, a 30‐plus year veteran of the US financial markets, spent the first half of his career on the
trading floor of the Chicago futures exchanges ,where he had the opportunity to learn how
the financial markets work from the inside out while being directly involved with many different
types of financial assets. This experience, early in his career, became the foundation for the
unique analysis, insight, and global intermarket perspective that defines Asbury Research.
John is frequently quoted in the media and regularly appears on financial television. He was
awarded the Chartered Market Technician (CMT) designation in 1999, is a former Vice President
of the Market Technicians Association (MTA), and served on the MTA’s Board of Directors
between 2002 and 2006.
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US Stock Market: Failing (Again) At The Top Of The Range
Failure To Break Out Targets (Yet Another) Retest Of SPX 2070

The S&P 500 rose by 4.2% from support
while oversold since our June 9th visit,
but is now overbought while testing
resistance. Near term negative.

Total net assets invested in the QQQs stalled
4 times near $41 billion, all near term peaks
for the NASDAQ 100. Contracting assets
would trigger another minor decline.
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US Stock Market: Fearless, Complacent Market Is Not Good
Bad Things Happen When Investors Are This Bold (or Bored)

The CBOE Put/Call Ratio is hovering at a
least bullish (low) extreme that has
previously coincided with most near term
peaks in the S&P 500 during the past year.

Meanwhile, the VIX is hovering at 12.00, a
most complacent extreme that has
previously coincided with or closely lead
most near term market peaks since 2014.
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US Stock Market: 2 Global Keys To US Market Direction
Japan Testing Secular Resistance, China Teetering Above Secular Support

The Nikkei 225, positively correlated to the The also‐positively‐correlated Hang Seng’s
S&P 500, is testing secular overhead
2008 secular uptrend was defended by the
resistance at 20,833. A bearish reversal
government 2 weeks ago. A decline below
would likely put pressure on the US market.
23,300 could trigger a global decline.
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US Stock Market
Asbury Research’s Correction Protection Model: Be Invested and Protected

• Purpose & Key Features:

The CBOT 10‐Year Treasury Note’s early March
rebound from 125‐24 keeps our 131‐12 upside
target intact, which equates to an additional
2% rise in long dated Treasury prices.

•The model is a defensive hedge against market corrections
and bear markets that can decimate investor portfolios.
•The model utilizes 4 quantitative inputs.
•The model uses the S&P 500 as a proxy for the market.
•The model is binary: either in the market or out of it. There
are no short positions, leveraged longs, or hedging via
derivatives.
•The model was designed to: 1) be in the market as much as
possible, 3) exit on meaningful declines, and 4) quickly re‐
enter as soon as a positive trend has been reestablished.
•Since 2007, the model has been in the market 74% of the time
•Since 2007, the model has averaged 3.9 signals per year or
approximately 1 per quarter.
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Previous Short Idea: CSCO
Late June Breakdown Targets A 9% Decline

Cisco System’s 1) June 26th breakdown from investor indecision into major support
at the 200‐day MA on July 8th, 2) rebound back to the 50‐day moving
average/bottom of the indecision pattern at $28.51 on Jly 16th, and 3) subsequent
failure there clears the way for our $25.00 per share target to be met.
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Previous Long Idea: TOL
Homebuilder Continues To Target a 8% Advance to $42.00

Toll Brothers’ sharp bullish reversal higher on Wednesday puts it back on track to
meet our $42.00 target, which will remain valid above $36.84.
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New Long Idea: CME
Emerging Breakout Potentially Targets An 11% Rise To $47.00

A clear and sustained rise above $98.50 in positively‐trending CME Group, from a
strong sector (Financials, overweight as of June 1st), would target an additional
11% rise to $47.00. Wait for the breakout.
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New Long Idea: KR
Mid‐June Resumption Of January Advance Targets An Additional 4% Rise

Kroger’s June 19th resumption of its 2014 bullish trend, within a strengthening
sector (Consumer Staples, overweight as of July 13th), targets an additional
4% rise to $40.75.
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Contact Us:
Phone: 1‐224‐569‐4112
Email: info@asburyresearch.com
On The Web: http://asburyresearch.com/
Twitter: @asburyresearch

